
LEVELFIX CL618G
Motorized multiline laser



 � Self-leveling by servo motors
 � Complete with charger and Li-ion batterypack
 � Accuracy 1.5 mm/ 10 mtr
 � Detector function (optional)
 � High Power+ green diode

Fully automatic levelling system
The CL618G is a next-generation multi-line laser that takes precision and accuracy to the next level. Unlike traditional line lasers, this 
laser features built-in servo motors to ensure optimal self-leveling and an incredibly precise result. Additionally, its manual mode 
gives users the ability to switch off the self-leveling system and set a manual slope - perfect for tasks like shipbuilding, automotive 
body alignment and solar panel alignment.  

Bright green
The CL618G has all possible lines; 4 vertical, 360 degrees horizontal and a plumb dot on the floor. The High Power+ diode projects 
bright green lines that are up to 4x more visible than the classic red ones. This allows you to work at greater distances. CL618G has 
a range of up to 30 metres and, in combination with the LLD200GR detector, up to 80 metres. The LLD200GR detector is available 
separately and makes it possible to use the laser outdoors, even in areas where the laser lines are not visible.
 
No more waiting for your battery to charge
Using the Charge&Work function, you can now charge your battery while working! This convenient feature allows you to maximize 
your productivity. With Charge&Work, you can now get more done in less time and with less hassle. No more having to take a break 
from your tasks to charge your device; Charge&Work will take care of it for you.

LEVELFIX+
The Levelfix CL618G belongs to our LEVELFIX+ product range. The LEVELFIX+ models are characterised by the highest quality, best 
achievable accuracy, excellent specifications and 4 year warranty*. In addition, they are richly equipped with handy and smart 
accessories.
 
About LEVELFIX™ Smart Precision Tools - Innovative, accurate, robust and 4 years warranty*
With more than 25 years of experience and knowledge behind LEVELFIX lasers, they are manufactured with the utmost care and
precision.

  
* Extend the standard one year warranty to 4 years by your laser to registration within two weeks of purchase via internet.

4 YEAR
WARRANTY

 � Li-ion battery and charger
 � Target plate
 � Laser glasses
 � In aluminium case

Features Standard delivery

Description

Range ≤ 30m / detector ≤ 80m

Accuracy 2mm @ 10m

Functions 360° horizontal, 4 vertical lines and downpoint

Laser class 525 nm / Class 2M (green HighPower+)

Operating time ≤ 8 hours - all lines

Construction IP 54

Rechargable Yes - Li-ion battery pack

Specifications

Article number 554032

EAN 8712423012097

CL618G Motorized multiline laser

Standard delivery  

Article number 554132

EAN 8712423012110

Set with P150IL tripod  


